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Neologism is a phenomena of new word that appeared in a language. 
Neologism is also become translator’s biggest problem since neologism is new 
term and does not exist in the dictionaries. Translator procedure is one of the way 
to face the problem of neologism. Neologism must be recognized by translator to 
find the correct translations with language that translated.  
This research examines neologism found in the BFG novel and its 
Indonesian translation. This research discusses two research question: what types 
of neologisms found in the BFG novel by Roald Dahl; What translation procedure 
are applied to translate neologism in the BFG novel Indonesian version. 
This research has used descriptive qualitative method to explore the 
research. The data of this research are the novel entitled the BFG by Roald Dahl 
and the BFG novel in Indonesian version translated by Poppy DamayantiChusfani 
entitled The BFG: RaksasaBesar yang Baik. 
There are six kinds of neologism found in this research, there are: new 
coinages, eponym, derived words, pseudo-neologism, collocation, and phrasal 
words. Meanwhiletranslationprocedures that use to translate neologism to 
Indonesia are:naturalization, cultural equivalent procedure, transference 
procedure, shift translation, and synonym translation.  
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